Question answerer finds the answer

User contacts a question answerer

User identifies a need for data

Question answerer provides answer to user

Question answerer logs the user question

Data Display determines whether to put on portal

Individual Number

Success!

User accesses data
via our systems
(Peoplesoft, MART)

Data Retrieval

Abandons
quest

Yes

Look up answer in a
tool I have available

No
Data Display

Answer
found?

No

User looks for
contact information

How get?

Best
answer
format?

Format data to
provide answer

Report
Evaluate whether it
should be released

Yes

Public Relations

No, but another team
should be able to

Send User to NRRD
Portal

Who do
they
contact?

Question remains
one users have to
contact about

No, but might
be FOIAable

Can I
answer the
question?

User decides to
contact us first
Congressional
Affairs

No,
proprietary
data

Tell user to complete
a FOIA request

User completes
FOIA request

inform user that the
data has to be
withheld

Remove the
proprietary data and
give the user appeal
rights.

Disappointed
User

Accounting Services
(Disbursements)

How data gets on the portal

No

Other people within
ONRR

Ask submitter if the
proprietary data can
be released to that
party

Allow
release to
requesting
party?

Yes

Provide the data to
the requester

Production & Revenue
Data Retrieval gets
data from MRMSS

Yes

FOIA Request
Process

Is the data
available
publicly?

No

Yes

Offer to send the
user to the place it's
available

Request data or
documents from
appropriate team

Who can
get me the
data?

No, wants to
force FOIA
Requester
wants it
that way?

FY 2018 Numbers
NRRD Portal Users

Data Retrieval Requests

Storytellers

Academic users = 14% (3,435)
Journalists = not easy to track

Question answerers

DOI users = 8% (1,881)
DOI users = XX%
Congressional users = 1% (308) Congressional users = XX%

DOI users = XX%
Congressional users = XX%

Domain learners

Other fed gov = 1% (328)
State & county = 3% (834)
Native American = not easy to
track

Other fed gov = XX%
State & county = XX%
Native American = XX%

Other fed gov = XX%
State & county = XX%
Native American = XX%

Agenda supporters

Companies & NGOs = 2%
(374)

Companies & NGOs = XX%

Companies & NGOs = XX%

Not able to determine type
from ISP: 71% (17,579)

Not able to determine type:
XX%

Not able to determine type:
XX%

Unknown user type

Academic users = XX%
Journalists = XX%

FOIA Requests
Academic users = XX%
Journalists = XX%

Team sends formatted
Yes
data to FOIA (see above
for process for
formatting and finding
data)

Does the
request
involve
proprietary
data?

No

Provides data to user

Yes

Send User to NRRD
Portal or onrr.gov

Work in other data
from BSEE and other
agencies

Manual cleanup

Formats data for use
on the portal

Data Display uploads
spreadsheet to the
website and updates
charts

Matches with
general ledger
yearly

Formats into a
spreadsheet for the
portal

Data Display uploads
spreadsheet to the
website and updates
charts

Disbursements
Accounting Services
gets data from
Peoplesoft monthly

Send to another
team

User types

Add to portal

Success!

Tribal Liaison

User doesn't know
portal exists or has
no access to
systems

Add issue to Github

No

Send to a different
team

Motivated
to
contact?

User accesses data
via the NRRD portal

Yes

Spreadsheet

Yes

User has a need for
data

Log issue in a list of
issues

Can data
be made
publicly
available?

Categorized
disbursements
monthly & quarterly
(manual process)

